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A t 7.10 pm yesterday (September 8th, 2017), a 

four years old, sub adult female bear who had 

been kept as a pet by a family in Tambunan  

village, located in the interior Division of Sabah, 

was rescued by Sabah Wildlife Department and 

transferred to BSBCC. Orphaned sun bear Soo 

(Rescued Bear No.56) was purchased from Sook, 

Keningau market and kept as a pet for almost two 

years. During the time she was kept as pet, she 

was fed with rice, milk and cucumber.  

Huge  thanks  to  Sabah  Wildlife  Department  for  

rescuing Soo. She has now settled into her new 

home with close monitoring at BSBCC quarantine. 

We will ensure she has a safe and secure home at 

BSBCC.  Sun  bear  population  is  at  the  risk  of  

extinction  in  the wild.  Please do  NOT keep  or  

support having sun bears as pets!  
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BEAR STORY 

OUR NEWEST ARRIVAL—SOO 
(RESCUE BEAR—56)  

The team helps unloading Soo from the truck and 
placed her into quarantine area. 



BEAR STORY 

MEET SOO– FIND A LIFE OF A FREE BEAR  

During the arrival, Soo shows a sorrow face 

and traumatized. This made her keep alert. 

She must have been going through  

traumatizing experience during the time she 

was kept as a pet. You can feel how this  

disgusting the pet trade is! Often these  

rescued sun bears take a long recovery road 

from the trauma of losing their mom in such 

a horrific way. They often suffer from  

physically health issues, malnutrition and 

poor treatment during her pet trade time.   

T he saddest part of each rescued orphan 

sun bear that arrive at Bornean Sun 

Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) is that 

they come from having lived through a bitter 

past. As sun bears grow into fully grown 

adult, they become dangerous and difficult to  

handle which will end up their lives in a tiny 

cages or seeking out sun bear rehabilitation 

centre to take their sun bear pet in.  

This is what happens to our recently rescued 

a three years old sub adult female 

bear, Soo (Rescued bear No.56). We were 

shocked when we received a video showing 

that the person was playing with this bear 

(who is fully grown bear). According to her  

previous owner, Soo was purchased from 

Karamatoi village in Sook Keningau market 

when she was still a cub and kept as a pet by 

a family in Nambayan village in Tambunan, 

located in the interior Division of Sabah for 

almost three years. She was rescued by  

Sabah Wildlife Department and she arrives at 

BSBCC on September 8th, 2017.  

Undoubtedly her mother had been killed and 

she was sold illegally throughout Borneo and 

kept in private home. Sadly many of these 

orphaned sun bears will never fully learn 

their natural way of life and lose their ability 

to survive in the wild.  
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After three years kept as pet in a cage, Soo finally have 
the second chance to learn as a wild bear. She was 
moved into brand new dens. Great work by the Sabah 
Wildlife Department team to save another precious life.  

We received a three years old sub adult female sun 
bear, Soo on 8th September 2017. She was rescued by 
Sabah Wildlife Department who found kept as an illegal 
pet by a family in Nambayan village in Tambunan.  

During  the  arrival,  Soo  shows  a  sorrow  face  and  
traumatized, but who could blame her? But she will take 
some  time  to  adjusting  so  well  to  her  new  
environment. 
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Luckily  the  Sabah  Wildlife  Department  

managed to rescued Soo and give her the 

second chance to survive as a wild bear. She 

has to go through quarantine process for 30 

days  to  determine  her  health  status.  On  

September 10th, 2017 she received a health 

check.  Dr.  Pakeeyaraj  Nagalinggam  from 

Wildlife  Rescue  Unit,  Sabah  Wildlife  

Department  performed  a  general  health 

check. These include an assessment of her 

overall health, function of the internal organs 

and physical condition and potential sickness. 

Her  weighs  was  25.70kg.The  blood  tests  

result has shown she is in good health and 

bright bear. 

At  the  BSBCC,  Soo  will  receive  intensive 

care.  The most  important  first  step is  to 

make  sure  Soo  is  settled  in  this  new  

environment.  Till  now  she  still  avoids  to  

explore  new  surroundings.  Soo  was  

introducing  to  new  correct  diet  and  

enrichment to ensure she is growing healthy. 

But Soo only will explore the enrichment and 

treats on night time where the surrounding 

area was quiet. She will quickly move away 

after detecting our presence. Soo spent the 

most of her time and feel safe by staying 

high up on cage. She is now an orphan and 

needs much love and care to grow into a 

trust and confident beautiful sun bear.   

We are delighted to welcome Soo to our sun 

bear family! Soo has a long journey ahead 

of her in going through rehabilitation until 

she returns to the wild again. It is illegal to 

keep sun bears as pets! Please remember 

the consequences of keeping one as a pet 

and give them promise of HOPE!  

We hope to see Soo can be thriving and 

adapting well to her new home. She has to 

find the life of a free bear. We will be  

monitoring to see how she progresses over 

the coming months at quarantine.   

Dr. Pakee conducted a first medical check up to new 
arrival bear. This includes x-ray, blood, dental check, 
fecal parasite check and also physical condition.  

A glimpse of the Soo incredible long tongue. 

Soo, will only explore the enrichment and treats on the 
night time when the surrounding area quiet and calm.  

Soo, with her beautiful yellow crescent chest mark. 

We tried to encourage her with different type of  
enrichment but she preferred stay on the top of the 
cage, where she feel safe. 



This time around is our favorite duo, Noah 

and Nano. Both have never been into a forest 

enclosure before let alone the vast jungle. On 

August 13th, 2017, both Noah and Nano were 

given their first attempt to be released inside 

the  forest  enclosure  of  Pen  D.  As  the  

guillotine door was opened, both Noah and 

Nano were full of anxiety. Both of them had 

never smelt the scent of the trees, nor had 

they seen the vibrancy of the greeneries. For 

them, it was like a new world that may or 

may not be secure for the both of them. Noah 

and Nano took their turns to take a glimpse 

outside of the cage. The rays of sunshine 

gave them a warmer impression of the forest. 

For their first attempt to be released in the 

forest enclosure, both Noah and Nano showed 

a  positive  response by  letting  their  heads  

outside the G-door, although they had zero 

intention to go out in that moment. 
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S unbears belong to the wild, in a vast  

forest  and not  in  a  cramped cage or  

behind iron bars. All  the sunbears in the  

centre have their own despairing stories from 

before they were rescued. There might be 

more bears out there that need our help, 

faint  voices  that  long  to  be  rescued.  

Sunbears belong in the forest where trees 

become  their  shade  and  bushes  comfort 

them as their pillows. However, not all of 

them have the opportunity to be able to  

enjoy the life they deserve. The canopies 

that are supposed to give them shelter are 

replaced  with  a  human  house,  the  tree 

branches for them to sleep and relax on are 

substituted with iron bars. The state of the 

'homes' that are provided by humans are 

devastating enough, let alone the food they 

consume. Some of the bears are given only 

condensed  milk  by  their  previous  owner, 

when  their  true  diets  range  from  fruits,  

insects  and  small  mammals.  As  a  

conservation centre, this place provides all 

the  essential  things  for  the  bears  to  

experience the life they are supposed to. In 

the process of rehabilitation, the bears will 

be released into the forest enclosure after 

passing their fence training and integration 

with the other bears. For most of us at the 

centre, the small steps that the bears take to 

enter the forest enclosure is a big leap for 

everyone,  especially  the  sun  bears 

themselves. 

Nano (back) and Noah (front) first impression when they 
step out from the guillotine door. 

BEAR STORY 

A CASTLE OF WOOD. A PLAYGROUND FOR BEARS 

Noah and Wawa sniffing the ground while Nano observing 
them from the guillotine door.  



Noah enjoyed  himself  by playing with  the  

water in the drainage and scraping most of 

the dead logs in the enclosure. Even the great 

amount  of  honey  on  the  ground  did  not  

bother him as he was too immersed in his 

new  surroundings.  As  days  passed,  Noah  

became more adventurous like he used to be. 

He  even  climbed  the  trees  which  were  

guarded by Wawa and Dodop. The moment 

when Noah climbed the tree for the first time 

was such an enchanting and touching scene, 

showing how great it is for them to be able to 

enjoy the forest again. There was nothing in 

the  world  that  could  stop  Noah  in  that  

moment  as  he  ventured  the  whole  forest  

enclosure himself. He digs every possible pit, 

scrapes every stray log and sniffs every inch 

of the greeneries.  
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Nano still prefer to stay inside rather than go outside. 

Luckily, a great troop from the same pen 

which consists of Mary, Wawa, and Dodop, 

came down the forest enclosure of Pen D and 

had a visit to their new pen-mates, Noah and 

Nano. As Noah saw Wawa, Dodop and Mary 

playing under the sun and smothering their 

bodies with mud, Noah finally tried to walk 

down the ramp. Noah took a very little and 

cautious step down the ramp. It took him 

several attempts to finally touch the ground 

for the very first time. Noah's paw touched 

the wet mud but he was quick to retrieve 

himself and climbed back into the cage. It 

may have been humorous to us, but it was a 

bizarre experience for Noah as it was his first 

time  experiencing  the  feel  of  the  muddy  

texture. The weird greetings of the forest 

ground  did  not  stop  Noah  from  trying. 

Wawa and Dodop, the other bears who also 

stay in the forest enclosure of Pen D, have 

helped Noah a lot in encouraging him to go 

down. As various foods were thrown into the 

pen, Noah finally went down and followed the 

other bears which were Wawa and Dodop.  

Noah is holding a piece of watermelon he found near the 
bear house  

Noah is being guarded by his new pen-mates, Wawa. 



As for now, Noah has become part of Mary‘s 

group and this has become the best time of 

his life everyday in the forest. Every morning 

when the guillotine door is opened, Noah is 

always there getting ready to enter the forest 

enclosure again to begin his new journey. On 

the ramp, Nano is always there relaxing and 

enjoying the forest with his own ways and will 

join Noah in the forest soon!  
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Noah is having fun in the forest enclosure. 

Meanwhile, Nano is still cautious and chooses 

to stay in the cage by himself. Nevertheless, 

he always appears to be calm and has his 

own  ways  of  enjoying  the  forest.  Unlike  

Noah, Nano has his front legs crossed on the 

ramp while having his head resting on it. 

Nano chooses to enjoy the forest in a calmer 

way and is more interested in the view of the 

forest rather than the touch of it.  

 

 

Mary (left) and Noah (right) are busy searching for  
delicious termites in that tree. 

Noah decided to climb on the tree to have a better view. 



BSBCC CORNER  

SANDAKAN FOOD FESTIVAL  
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This event helps in promoting Sandakan City 

as  well  as  increasing  awareness  about  

Mother Nature, especially our sun bears, the 

least known bear species. During this 4 days 

event, many food stalls were open as well as 

exhibitions from participating organisations 

and companies.   

BSBCC  was  invited  to  join  the  Sandakan 

Food Festival 2017 from the 30th August to 

2nd September 2017. We are glad because 

the organizer has chosen Bornean Sun Bear 

to be the icon of this festival. Sabah's Chief 

Minister, Datuk Seri Panglima Haji Musa bin 

Haji Aman officiated this festival on the 1st 

September 2017. An application known as 

‗The Sandakan‘ was launched that night and 

it is now available for download at Google 

Play  store.  Through  this  app,  users  can 

search for landmarks, accommodations and 

restaurants within Sandakan area. Sandakan 

is famous because of its seafood and is also 

known as the City of Nature.  

Launching of The Sandakan app. This app is available on 
Google Play store. It allow users can search for  
landmarks, accommodations and restaurants within  
Sandakan area.  

Sabah's Chief Minister, Datuk Seri Panglima Haji Musa 
bin Haji Aman officiated the festival.   

Sabah Chief Minister, Datuk Seri Panglima Haji Musa bin 
Haji Aman and delegates visiting BSBCC booth. 

BSBCC booth. 



T he 1st International Symposium on Sun 

Bear Conservation and Management 

was held in Kuala Lumpur from 4th - 8th  

September 2017 which were jointly  

organized by the International Union for 

Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Bear  

Specialist Group, Free The Bears and  

TRAFFIC.  

The field researchers, conservation  

managers, environmental educators and 

conservation breeding specialists  as well as 

government and industry representatives 

came together to share experiences and  

create a coordinated plan for the  

conservation of one of Southeast Asia‘s least 

known large mammals. BSBCC was one of 

the representative took part in this event. 

Dr. Wong has delivered a talk on titled ― 

Past, Present, Future‖ during the  

symposium. The next International  

Symposium will be held on 2019 and will be 

hosted by Bornean Sun Bear Conservation 

Centre. We look forward to the next  

International Symposium on Sun Bear  

Conservation and Management.  

 

BSBCC CORNER  

1ST INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON SUN BEAR CONSERVATION & 
MANAGEMENT  
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Top: Dr. Wong delivering his talk on sun bear and 
BSBCC. Middle: Dr. Diana Ramirez presenting her talk  
Bottom: From left, Gabriella Fredriksson, Dr. Wong 
Siew Te and Robert Steinmetz. 



O n September 19th, 2017, BSBCC was 

invited to SK Kepangian, Ranau to  

organize a Wildlife Awareness Programme. 

It is about 4 and a half hours drive to this 

school from Sandakan district. 

This school is one of the rural schools in  

Ranau district with 13 teachers and 107 

students ranging from 7 to 12 years old. A 

lot  of  activities  were  held  during  the  

programme  such  as  talks,  video  show,  

wildlife  games,  wildlife  colouring  activity 

and  visit  to  exhibition  booths.  Besides 

BSBCC,  our  partners  which  were  the  

Wildlife Rescue Unit  (WRU) and Hutan - 

Kinabatangan  Orang-Utan  Conservation 

Programme (KOCP) also joined us. Huge 

thanks to SK Kepangian, Ranau for inviting 

us to their school and also to our partners, 

thank you for the continuous support! We 

were  really  glad  to  see  the  students  

learning more about the Mother Nature.   

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
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K INABATANGAN,  September 14th, 2017: 

Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

(BSBCC) was invited to attend an event at 

SMK Sukau, Kinabatangan, a high school in 

Kinabatangan district which is about 2 hours 

drive from Sepilok, Sandakan. 

In conjunction with the launching and closing 

ceremony  of  the  Malaysia  Independence 

month, we were invited to the school and our 

education team set up an educational booth 

for the students and teachers to visit. It was 

also their Co-curriculum Carnival on that day. 

Besides  BSBCC,  other  organizations  also  

participated in this event.  

OUTREACH PROGRAMME 

SK  KEPANGIAN, RANAU 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME 

CARNIVAL AT SMK SUKAU,  

KINABATANGAN 

Ms. Gloria from BSBCC presenting token of  
appreciation to the school.  

Our volunteer, Suppalak taking photo with the students at 
our educational booth. 

The children doing wildlife photo puzzle.  

Bellinda showing the camera trap picture to the  
students. 



B SBCC was invited to do an awareness 

programme on sun bear in Dorcas  

Kindergarten Sandakan on September 28th, 

2017. A total 158 students were involved in 

this programme.  

The students and teachers got excited to 

learn about the sun bears. The programme 

started with a short briefing about the 

awareness programme and video show 

about sun bear. After the video show, 

BSBCC team conducted a wildlife game for 

the students. 

 

 

Our sun bear mascot, Sunny was also present 

to help the students understand better about 

the physical characters of a sun bear. We also 

set up display booth at the school. All of the  

students enjoyed their time learning about the 

environment  and  wildlife  species  through  

exhibitions. We hope that they can gain more 

knowledge on the importance of protecting the 

environment and our precious wildlife species.  
   

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME-DORCAS  
KINDERGARTEN SANDAKAN 
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Ms. Yen Wah (Centre Coordinator) explaining the 
physical characters of a sun bear to the students.  

Student wearing the clouded leopard custom in  
clouded leopard interpretation session.  

Students answering the questions.  

Presenting certificate of appreciation to the  school  
principle. Thank you for inviting us! 



T he BSBCC's Education Team head to 

Lahad Datu district on October 12th, 

2017 together with our partner, Hutan - 

Kinabatangan  Orang-Utan  Conservation 

Programme  (KOCP).  This  Environmental 

Education  outreach  programme  was  

organized by Hutan-KOCP and they invited 

BSBCC and Sabah Wildlife Department to 

participate in their programme. 

The first school we visited was SK Sabah 

Cocoa, Lahad Datu which is a rural school 

located in the middle of a plantation area. It 

is a low enrolment school with only 39  

pupils enrolled. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

OUTREACH PROGRAMME– LAHAD DATU DISTRICT 
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The second school visited was SK Binuang, 

Lahad  Datu.  This  school  is  about  15-20 

minutes drive from Lahad Datu Town. Various 

activities  were held  during this  programme 

such  as  talks,  games,  video  show  and  

coloring  activity.  Each  participating  

organization also set up educational booth for 

the students and teachers to visit. Thank you 

Hutan-KOCP for inviting us to be part of the 

programme and we look forward to join more 

programmes with our partners in the future.   

Bellinda delivering a talk on sun bears and BSBCC at SK 
Sabah Cocoa, Lahad Datu. 

Coloring activity for primary 1 and primary 2  
students. 

Students wearing their colored animal mask. 

Table 1: List of group visited to BSBCC in  

September and October 2017. 

School  No. 

Pax 

Date 

SMK Sukau,  

Kinabatangan  

447 14th Sept  

SK Kepangian, Ranau 107 19th Sept 

Tadika Kasih Sayang 

Dorkas, Sandakan  

158 28th Sept  

SK Sabah Cocoa, Lahad 

Datu 

49 12th Oct  

SK Binuang, Lahad  

Datu 

245 13th Oct  

Humana Sungai Sabang  43 21st Oct 

Tadika RJN –IJM  24 22nd  Oct  



B SBCC welcomes all school groups visit 

our centre and a total  14 groups  

visited BSBCC for education programme 

throughout this months. They have learnt 

the importance of conserving our mother 

nature.  

As usual, the students were given  

presentation on sun bear before they were 

brought for a tour to the observation  

platform, but if the group visit have their 

extra time to spend at the BSBCC, we will 

provide them a few educational activities to 

make sure they can strengthen their 

knowledge about the environmental issues. 

Usually, after the presentation they were 

required to answer sets of questions in the 

Sun Bear Explorer Book. They obtained the 

answers from the signboards along the 

boardwalk. Through this activity, the  

students were encouraged to make critical 

thinking and were able to understand  

better about sun bears and its  

environment. At the end of the activity, the 

answers were discussed together. 

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

GROUP VISIT 
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Table 2: List of group that visited to BSBCC in 

September and October 2017. 

School  No. 

Pax 

Date 

Perkep Briged Sabah 

(PGA) 

50 15th Sept 

GIVE (Hope with  

Kindness) 

45 16th Sept 

SK Sungai Tiram,  

Sandakan 

23  21st Sept  

SK Mostyn, Kunak 49 

 

30th Sept 

SK Paris 3, Kinabatangan  57 30th Sept 

Dorcas Kindergarten, 

Sandakan  

90 1st Oct  

SK Bukit Garam 2,  

Kinabatangan 

62 5th Oct  

SJK(C)Pei Ying, Sandakan  56 7th Oct  

Politeknik Sandakan  46 10th Oct 

Jabatan Perhutanan  

Semenanjung Malaysia  

16 12th Oct 

Prasekolah SK Paris 3 50 12th Oct  

Tabika Kemas Kg. 

Keramat, Beluran  

40 12th Oct  

SMK Bongawan  33 15th Oct  

FSSA UMS 48 18th Oct  

Exo-Travel  8 24th Oct  

SMK Beluran  26 28th Oct  

Tabika Karamunting Baru 61 28th Oct  

Students from SK Sungai Tiram looking for answers from 
the signboard along the walkway.  

Group discussion after they finished their task.  

The student taking an opportunity to observe the 
bears from the spotting scope.  



O n the 24th September 2017, we were 

very honored to welcome a visit from 

Mr. Stefan Priesner, the UN Resident  

Coordinator for Malaysia and UNDP Resident 

Representative for Malaysia, Singapore & 

Brunei Darussalam. He was accompanied by 

Ms. Gan Pek Chuan, Programme Manager for 

UNDP Malaysia. They were brought for a tour 

around our Centre, observing the sun bears 

in the forest enclosure. 

Thank you very much for spending the time 

to visit BSBCC and we hope that they  

enjoyed to see the bears and on the same 

time learning about our efforts in sun bears 

conservation.   
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NOTABLE VISITOR  

UNDP RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE VISIT  

Observing the sun bear from the observation platform.  

Top: Mr. Stefan taking an opportunity to observe the 
bear in a tree through the spotting scope. Middle: Our 
staff helping Mr. Stefan to take photos through the  
spotting scope. Below: Presenting token of  
appreciation to Mr. Stefan Priesner, the UN Resident  
Coordinator for Malaysia and UNDP Resident  
Representative for Malaysia, Singapore & Brunei  
Darussalam.  

Debbie was spotted resting on the tree. 



VOLUNTEERS & INTERNS 

B SBCC currently houses 43  

rescued sun bears in our two 

bear houses and a quarantine  

facility. Each day, the once captive 

sun bears are provided with ample 

food and activities to stimulate 

healthy bear behavior. Volunteers 

and interns help our keepers 

achieve our goals in looking after 

the welfare of these bears and  

helping them in their rehabilitation 

process.  

 

BSBCC Volunteer Programme 

 

BSBCC continues to receive help 

from volunteers across the globe. 

The BSBCC volunteer program,  

conducted in collaboration with APE 

Malaysia ,  has been act i ve  

throughout September and October 

2017. Volunteers in this program 

were supervised by BSBCC staff 

with much-appreciated assistance 

from the APE Malaysia team.  

Besides helping the keepers in  

caring for the bears at the Centre,  

volunteers also helped to spread 

awareness on the plights of sun 

bears through the education booth 

at our visitor Centre. 

   

Internship at BSBCC 

 

BSBCC welcomes students from  

local and international institutions 

for their internship at the Centre. 

Interns will have the opportunity to 

learn about the rehabilitation of 

once captive sun bears. Interns will 

also study the importance of bear 

enrichment and of cleanliness of the 

facility. They will also study the  

behavior of this little known species. 

 

BATs Volunteer Programme  

 

The Bear Action Teams (BATs)  

volunteer program at Bornean Sun 

Bear Conservation Centre (BSBCC) 

started in July 2009 where  

volunteers can learn about sun bear  

If you would like to make a difference and  

enjoy the experience of a lifetime, please join us. 

Learn about our volunteer programme on our  

website www.bsbcc.org.my/volunteer.html or 

email us at  info.bsbcc@gmail.com for further  

enquiries. 

 

Wong Siew Te, CEO and Founder of BSBCC 

Email: wongsiew@hotmail.com  

ecology, basic building techniques and develop their 

leadership skills. Volunteers are given an exclusive 

opportunity to design and build essential  

infrastructure such as: boardwalks, fences,  

footbridges, trails, landscaping and enrichment  

devices. This benefits BSBCC by reducing fundraising 

burden by building international support for  

conservation of wild animals in Borneo. 

  

Name Volunteer       

/Interns  

Country Duration 

World  

Challenge  

Albert Park 

College 

(17 pax)

Volunteer  

Australia 17th Sept– 

21st Sept  

Chung Yu 

Pei  

Volunteer  Malaysian  11th Sept –

11th Oct  

Yvonne 

Chang Yee 

Wen 

Volunteer  Malaysian 18th Sept -

31st Oct  

Tu I Thing  Volunteer  Taiwanese 25th Oct—

1st Nov 

Eva Jane 

Muir 

Volunteer  UK 6th Oct - 6th 

Dec   

Michael  

Hamson 

Volunteer  UK 6th Oct—

31st Oct 

Table 3: List of volunteers and interns in Sept and 

Oct 2017.  
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES  

WORK THAT DOESN’T FEEL LIKE WORK! MY INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE 
AT BSBCC  

M y volunteer experience at the Borneo 

Sun Bear Conservation Center 

(BSBCC) had been phenomenal to say the 

least.  There were a multitude of activities 

and jobs I was assigned to do at the 

BSBCC to benefit the sun bears wellness 

and spread awareness on their behalf.  In 

total, I was able to intern there for six 

weeks.  

One of the project as an intern I  

participated in was to make a dog house 

for a pregnant mother dog.  While this 

wasn‘t necessarily geared toward the sun 

bears, the BSBCC does its part to help a 

variety of animals. Over the course of two 

weeks we gathered recycled wood, cut it 

and screwed it together.  We built a frame 

using the selected wood, then acquired a 

few roles of old rubber hose.  (At the 

BSBCC, they try and use recycled  

materials as much as possible  

implementing sustainable methods of  

action daily).  Following the completion of 

the frame we tightly wrapped each  

individual hose piece around the wood 

frame. 

 

Upon delivery, ―Momo‖ (the mother) was 

scared and apprehensive at the new structure 

we placed next to her.  However, she quickly 

took a liking to her new home!  She was  

originally sleeping on a piece of cardboard so 

naturally this new structure would give Momo 

and her puppies more protection and a sense of  

security.    

Simultaneously along with the doghouse, I 

helped build a large bear platform for outside 

pen E.   We started by finding and cutting four 

large pillars of wood to an equal length.  Then 

we measured four locations for where the wood 

posts would stand.  Once the locations were 

decided, we imbedded the posts into the holes 

through careful and meticulous work.  This was 

done using a combinations of gravel, dirt and 

water which would solidify around the posts and 

make cement; thus bolstering the posts in an 

upright position.  More wooden planks were cut 

and nailed to the original four beams.  Screwing 

the nails into the Belian wood (the wood the 

structure was composed of) was hard 

work.    Unbeknownst to me at the beginning of 

the project, Belian is the densest tropical wood 

in the world!  Regardless of using an electric 

drill, getting in just one nail was hard work.   
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Here you can see some of the team posing on top of the 
almost finished pen E platform.  

Here is Momo happily tending to her two day old 
puppies in a new home! 



The nail drill would often smoke  

terrifically billowing out large puffs of 

smoke due to our inability to impact the 

wood‘s thickness. However, over time  

progress was made. Some finishing  

touches like adding varnish to the wood 

were completed and through a team effort 

our final structure was completed.  

My favorite project I was able to work on 

was to get a sun bear named Sigalung into 

Pen G (an outside enclosure).  As easy at 

this may sound, just getting Sigalung into 

the training pen (which was an enclosure 

connected to his inside area) took well 

over a year!  Through various days of 

coaxing Sigalung out with food and above 

all honey, he eventually took his first steps 

into Pen G.  (I have written a more  

detailed account of Sigalung‘s journey in a 

blog posted on the BSBCC website if you 

are interested.  It‘s called ―One Small Step 

for the Sun Bear Center, One Giant Leap 

for Sigalung!‖).   

Amongst the projects I helped with were 

the daily activities to provide enrichments 

for the bears.  Enrichments are toys or  

objects made to increase the bear‘s  

mental and physical prowess while  

allowing the bears to practice habits and 

utilizes physical features they would  

normally use in the wild.  Most  

enrichments will have bits of honey or food 

to entice the bears into using them.   

Materials are often pulled from the forest 

and or are recycled equipment. 

 

 

Some enrichments include but are not excluded 

to nest balls (plants tightly wrapped  

together containing food), ice blocks, dog toys, 

termite mounds and bamboo pieced that hang 

from the enclosure.   

Here are some old rubber hoses cut up and 

wrapped around each other.  They are held 

down using screws and placed in the center are 

smidges of honey and banana.  The bears will 

use their long claws to pry the tightly wrapped 

ball open then extract the food using their  

elongated tongue.  Fun Fact: The entirety of a 

sun bear‘s tongue can grow up to 25-30 cm ! 

I thought it appropriate to finish off this reading 

with a picture of many of the people I worked 

with over the duration of my stay in Borneo 

(I‘m the one with the sun bear head on). Words 

cannot describe how lucky I was to meet all of 

them. Not only is working hard for the bears a 

gratifying experience but it‘s also simply fun!  

For those reading this, if you are interested in 

contributing to the conservation of sun bears 

check out the BSBCC website. There are lots of 

way to help sun bears even if you can‘t travel 

all the way to Borneo! It‘s amazing what a 

small group of people in Malaysia, Borneo are 

doing to save sun bears. Though I played a 

meager role in the grand scheme of their  

endeavors to conserve these amazing  

creatures, I at least feel I have played a small 

but important part.           
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Group photo with BSBCC’s staff and volunteer.  
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VOLUNTEERS STORIES  

NO DREAM IS TOO BIG AND NO DREAMERS IS TO SMALL 

Hi, I'm Batrisyia, I‘m 21 years old and I was 

born and raised in Miri, Sarawak. By the 

time I'm writing this story, I'm about to  

enter my final year in Animal Resource  

Science and Management in Universiti  

Malaysia Sarawak. 

Applying as an intern in Bornean Sun Bear 

Conservation Centre is definitely a random 

process that turns out to be the best 10 

weeks of my life. I think I was blessed and 

lucky enough to be given the opportunity to 

complete my internship in BSBCC. First off, 

the centre itself is definitely well planned, 

from facilities to everyday tasks. Having the 

forest enclosures for the bears are definitely 

a bonus for this centre.  

 

 

The run down to my everyday job is mostly 

animal husbandry which includes cleaning the 

cages, preparing food, feeding, making  

enrichments, fence checking, etc. Honestly, 

the jobs are quite physical but somehow I 

definitely enjoyed doing them. I think the 

most memorable time would have to be when 

we were looking for termite's nest (and made 

a quick stop getting ourselves wet), random 

maintenance works, and so much more. Dr. 

Wong also taught us a lot during our weekly 

volunteer session and I definitely gained so 

much input (forever grateful).  

Here in the centre I was exposed to a lot of 

new things, from hand sawing to visiting 

schools for outreach. Basically my  

communication skills and other soft skills  

definitely received an upgrade thanks to the 

opportunities I was given. The best part of my 

internship was probably the part where I was 

assigned to observe Nano and Noah for their 

integration with other bears. I am now even 

more intrigued in learning about bears 

(especially the smallest bear species)!   

Chee Yoong, Athirah and I at the water cascade (can’t 
imagine my internship days without these two)  

Athirah and I showing our mad skills (girl power!)  



The bears, I can‘t fathom how lucky I am 

to be able to learn about them, care for 

them and basically just being able to look 

at them. I personally think sun bears are 

beautiful and I do hope these rescued 

bears will be able to feel and enjoy the  

nature of their home, the forest.  

All of the staff here especially the ones in 

Bear Care Team are people that have 

touched my heart. Their sincerity and  

passion in helping the sun bears are  

definitely to be acknowledged. Working in 

conservation is a hard task but what I saw 

from working with them for the past 10 

weeks was that they are all full of love and 

joy. Despite working so hard during the 

day, every day on the way back, everyone 

will always be full of laughter and  

happiness. 

Thank you for all your guidance, help, 

mentor, kindness, hospitality, jokes, 

laughter, opportunities, love, and all of 

your presences. You all are beyond  

amazing! So much memories were made 

thus some more pictures to reminisce the 

time.  
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With Dr. Wong Siew Te (papa bear :D) (second from left) 
and our lecturer, Mr. Badiozaman (third from left) who 
visited us in order to evaluate us.  

Finally Phin’s ramp is now completed. 

Kimberly (middle), Athirah (right) and me (left).  



 A pot of honey  
 

BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME  

W elcome a sun bear into your family, 

class, club or corporation by adopting a 

sun bear or buying a gift of sun bear  

medicine, food, or toys to show you care and 

support the valuable work of BSBCC. 

 

Adopting a bear is a great way to learn about 

sun bears while helping BSBCC meet the costs 

of rehabilitation. Funds raised by the adoption 

program are used to better the lives of all 

bears.  

Gifts With Meaning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Share Bear  

Choose one of the sun bears 

List of adopters in Sept and Oct 2017:  

 

1. Liz Stone 

2. Peter  

Kempermen 

3. Patrick Bowman 

4. Hon Kian Hong  

5. Gohar Akopyan  

6. Elizabeth Lawson 

7. Martin Catt 

8. Serop Koushinian  

9. Amy Nicholas  

10. Patricia 

Kourloufas  

11. Robin Dewolfe  

12. Ellen Munter  

13. Bachelor Family  

14. Emma & Amelia  

15. Lum Kong Yaw 

16. Mahesan  

Panjalingam 

17. Nadiye  

Memisoglou 

18. Andrew Brand  

19. Lenny Musa 

20. Alexandra Raluca 

Tudoroiu 

21. Chen Choi Sim 

22. Laura Teciu  

23. Terry Goodley 

24. Robert Saunders 

25. Suppalak 

Kaewkwan  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Find out how to adopt a sun bear from our 

website:   

 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt-a-

bear.html 

 

An enrichment toy 
 

Food for 1 week 

Medication for 1 year  

26. Sarah Cheetham 

27. Sophie Rosemann 

28. Thomas & Patrick                

Kavanagh  

29. Sam & Jude Hayes 

30. Samanda & Card        

A‘Boe  

31. Tan Shin Yi 

32. Jennifer Runo  

33. Jennifer Chobot  

34. Albert Park  

      College Australia 

35. Joachim Abele  

36. Maria Olga  

37. Tracy Marshall  

38. Lorraine Phin 

39. Nawal Albustani  

40. Gillian and Joan 

41. Gabrielle Herbert  

42. Leona Ashbu 

43. Tracy Woodall 

44. Jessica Haysom 

45. Farah Khalid  

46. Julia Dittberner  

47. Katie Grieve  

48. Adam Peryer  

49. Eilidh Greig  

50. Adriana Macin 

51. Charlotte  

      Wennersberg  
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A hammock 

Damai 

Fulung Kudat 

Kuamut 

Montom 

Boboi Kitud  Mary  

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html
http://www.bsbcc.org.my/adopt.html


BSBCC ADOPTION PROGRAMME  

My Bear  

  

T he My Bear adoption Programme allows  

corporates or individuals to exclusively 

adopt sun bears at BSBCC. Three bears were  

adopted which were Jelita, Simone and  

Linggam on the October 25th, 2017 through 

this programme.  

 

Thanks to Tradewinds Plantation Berhad 

for the generosity in supporting our sun bears 

through BSBCC‘s My Bear Adoption  

programme. By adopting the sun bears you 

are helping to make sure these bears stay 

healthy and happy at the Centre.  

 
Jelita  
Jelita arrived at the BSBCC on June 2017 from 

Lok Kawi Wildlife Park. Jelita is well-known as 

the most acrobatic female at the centre.  She 

can often be found hanging upside-down. The 

Sunny patch on her chest delicately curves up 

at the corner in two streaks, as if to resemble 

two friendly fingers folded into a peace-sign. 

Jelita have a beautiful pair of eyes.  

 

 

Simone  
Simone was rescued from Mini Zoo Hot 

Spring, Tawau and arrived at the BSBCC in 

2016. Simone is a gentle bear. She spends 

her time exploring enrichment items like fresh 

log.  

 

Linggam  
Linggam came to Sepilok as a cub in August 

2004 with weight only 3.5kg after being found 

at Kampung Pinangah. Loggers claimed that 

he was found alone in the forest without his 

mother.  

 

Linggam is extremely inquisitive and wants to 

be involved with everything going on at the 

bear house, especially when it comes food.  

However, Linggam can be picky with his  

enrichments. He is now enjoying his backyard 

every day at the bear house.  

Many thanks to everyone who has  

supported  the sun bears at BSBCC this 

year,  whether by a donation of goodies or 

spreading the word. Your support will help 

rescue, rehabilitate and fund life-long care 

for the bears.   
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CNN applauds Wong for sun bear work , Sunshine Coast Daily , 19th September 2017. 

BSBCC IN THE NEWS  
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 BSBCC also featured in the following online news and newspapers:  

 

  First international sun bear symposium gets underway in Malaysia. Changing 

Times. 5th September 2017. https://time2transcend.wordpress.com/2017/09/05/worlds-

first-sun-bear-symposium-gets-underway-in-malaysia/  

 

 Buying this sunscreen will help save the sun bears. Huffpost. 12th September 2017. 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2017/09/11/buying-this-sunscreen-will-help-save-the-

sun-bears_a_23205194/  

 

 USC Honorary Doctor named as CNN Hero. My Sunshine Coast. 14th September 2017. 

https://mysunshinecoast.com.au/news/news-display/usc-honorary-doctor-named-as-cnn-

hero,51423  

 

 CNN applauds Wong for sun bear work.19th Sept 2017, Sunshine Coast Daily. https://

www.sunshinecoastdaily.com.au/news/cnn-applauds-wong-for-sun-bear-work/3225254/  

 

 USC Spartans to contest world titles in Mexico.21st Sept 2017. My Sunshine Coast. 

https://mysunshinecoast.com.au/news/news-display/usc-spartans-to-contest-world-titles-

in-mexico,51467 

 

 Screening of ‘Big Pygmies Little Giants’ documentary in S’kan today.  Daily  

Express Online. 20th Oct 2017. http://www.dailyexpress.com.my/news.cfm?

NewsID=120579   
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Whether it is for you or a gift for your loved ones, all purchases help us to protect, save and  

enrich the lives of the endangered sun bears.  

Fisherman Hat  

Colour  : Khaki  

Cost     : MYR 31.80  

Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Green 

Sizes  : Adult XL, L, M, 

S,     XS    
Kid XL, L, M, S, XS  

Cost: Adult MYR 37.00 

 Polo T-shirt 
Colour : Black, Grey 

Sizes   : Adult XXXL,   

XXL, XL, L, M, S, XS     
Cost     : MYR 55.00 

 Sun Bear Chest-Mark 

           T-shirt 
Colour : Black 

Sizes   : Adult XXL, 
XXXL, XL, L, M,  S, XS 

Cost   : MYR 41.50 

If you are interested in purchasing our merchandises, please click here to fill up our order 

form. 

  

Terms and conditions:  

1. No cancellation upon confirmation of purchase. 

2. Price shown are inclusive of GST 6%. Additional charges for shipping will be incurred. 

Cap  

Colour: Khaki, Black, 

            Grey         

Cost   : MYR 26.50  

  Save Sun Bear T-shirt 

Colour: Black, Green,              

White  

Sizes : Adult XL, L, M, 
S, XS 

 Cost  : MYR 41.50 

Wooden  

Keychain 
Cost : MYR 9.50  

Rattan  

Bracelet  
Cost : MYR 19.00  

      Car Sticker  
          Cost : MYR 5.30  
          

Embroidery  

Badge 

Cost : MYR 15.90 

Canvas Bag  

Colour   : Beige  

Cost   : MYR 40.00   

BEAR SHOP 

MERCHANDISES  

 Bear Cartoon  

Magnet card  
Cost : MYR 2.50 

Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L) 
    Debbie Magnet             

Card  
Cost: MYR 2.50 

Size : 9cm(H)x5.5cm(L) 

        Tongue T-shirt 
Colour : Black, Military 

green, brown, blue  

Size (Adult) :XXXL,XXL, 
XL, L, M, S, XS 

Cost : MYR 41.50 

Sizes (Kids) : XS,S,M,L,XL 

Colour : Pink, Blue  

Cost : MYR 37.00  

Hand-made Bear Clay   

Cost :MYR88.00 (medium) 

Size 6.8cm(L)x5.5cm(W)x4cm(H) 

     MYR55.00 (small) 

Size 3.3cm(L)x2.4cm(W)x4cm(H) 

 Colour samples 
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Bear Walking                Coins Bag 
 

Cost : MYR 45.00           Cost : MYR 25.00 

Size:30cm(H)x8cm(L)    Size: 9.5cm(H)x9.5cm(L) 
Bear Standing  

Cost : MYR 40.00 

Size:19cm(H)x8cm(L)   

Bear Sitting  

Cost : MYR 37.10 

Size: 17cm(H)x8cm(L) 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/shop.html


 

B SBCC‘s work would never been possible  

without in-kind and financial support from  

various individuals and agencies. We acknowledge 

the continuous support from the following  

contributors:  

We would like to thank 1Utama Shopping Centre 

for supporting BSBCC again this year with a  

donation of RM10,000 collected through their "Feed 

the Fish" programme at the Rainforest  

section in the shopping mall. 

 

Several signs about sun bears were also installed 

since 3 years ago at the Rainforest section to raise 

awareness on sun bears among shoppers. Thanks 

for helping us make a difference in the lives of sun 

bears at BSBCC!  

 

DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS  
ONE UTAMA SHOPPING CENTRE DONATION TO BSBCC   
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BSBCC receiving mock cheque from 1Utama shopping centre. 

Signs about sun bears at the shopping centre. 

Vending machine at the shopping centre; fish 
food were packed inside balls where it cost for 
MYR1.00 per ball. All profits from this vending 
machine goes to donation for our endangered 
sun bears.  

Signs about sun bears at the shopping centre. 



What can you do to help  the  

sun bears? 

 

 Do not support any wildlife trade 

 Contact us if you find any illegal  

activities (poaching, trading, etc) 

 Learn more about sun bears and 

their habitat 

 Follow us on Facebook and help us 

spread the word 

 Donate through our website  

 Adopt a bear through our website, 

or at our Centre 

 Volunteer! 

 

B SBCC‘s work would never been possible  

without in-kind and financial support from  

various individuals and agencies. We acknowledge 

the continuous support from the following  

contributors:  

 Public donation from BSBCC donation box 

 Hiroshi Hori 

 Elina Teplinsky  

 Gareth Morris 

 Lewis  

 Joscelyn Ivanoff  

 Max Bethge  

 Suzi Chua (contribution to BSBCC from 30% of 

painting) 

 Brad Josephs—Natural habitat 

 Veronica Rodriguez 

 World Challenge Albert Park College– Team 1 

 Lim Saw Tin  

 Janet Carlson  

 Bethany Callanan 

 Muhammad Nawawi Mohd Ramly  

 Lu Siew Yean  

 Loh Mei Ching  

 Teoh Hooi Yen  

 Moy Chee Keat  

 Teoh Chui Hung  

 Koay Kah Imm 

 Chua Ee Ping  

 Jenny Ooi Cheng Yew  

 Monica Rangel(British International School Fair) 

 Nicolette Yule  

 Susan Scarlett (Kids fund raising) 

 Frank Rybinski 

 

If you would like to make a direct  

donation to BSBCC, you can do so via one of these 

methods:   

 

 Bornean Sun Bear Conservation Centre 

Sdn Bhd (BSBCC) - Donate any amount  

directly to BSBCC through our paypal account 

by clicking the donate button on our website: 

www.bsbcc.org.my 

 Wong Siew Te – Send an email to our CEO 

and Founder, Mr. Wong Siew Te, for further  

inquiries on donating directly to us at 

wongsiew@hotmail.com  
 

DONORS & CONTRIBUTORS  
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BORNEAN SUN BEAR  

CONSERVATION CENTRE 

(BSBCC) 

Location address:  

Mile 14, Jalan Sepilok, Off Jalan  

Labuk, 90000 Sandakan, Sabah,  

Malaysia 

Postal address:  

PPM 219, Elopura, 90000 Sandakan, 

Sabah, Malaysia 

 

Tel:  

+6 089 534 491     

Website: 

www.bsbcc.org.my   

facebook.com/sunbear.bsbcc/ 

 instagram.com/bsbcc 

E-mail:  

info.bsbcc@gmail.com 

http://www.bsbcc.org.my/donate.html

